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NuCalm™ Patient Testimonials 

“I feel incredible!  I can’t wait to get back to work to tell everyone about this.”  - Susan 

“I loved NuCalm!!!  I am always an anxious patient and I can’t wait for my family to try 
it.”  - Donna 

“I was so sick to my stomach before my appointment.  I felt so calm and so relaxed 
thanks to NuCalm.  I will never go anywhere else but this office and I want NuCalm for 
all my appointments now! ”  - Linda 

 “Loved it!  It really helped me get through a procedure I was nervous about.”  - Diana  

“I can't believe that was only 90 minutes - only felt like it was 30 minutes tops!”  - Craig 

“I will never have another healthcare procedure done without NuCalm.”  - Bea 

“I could not have ever made it through my appointment without NuCalm.  In fact, I ran 
out of my dentist’s office before my appointment started last time.”  - Marcia 

“I feel completely relaxed.  It if worked on me it will work on anyone.”  - Gerry 

“I have a euphoric sense.  I forgot a dental procedure was being done.”  - Jackie 

“I am always a big chicken in the chair.  Now I feel like I can do anything with NuCalm!”  
- Jennifer 

“Easy appointment.  I am so glad I tried NuCalm and can’t wait to do it again.” - Robert 
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 “I can’t really explain it.  I just feel really good – thank you.”  - Jon 

“As soon as I chewed the tablets and had the sticky pads applied I could "feel it."  That 
was the nicest dental appointment I have ever had.  I loved it!”  - Jenine 

“It was the only way I could have done this.  I have always really wanted Botox and I 
am a terrible needle phobe.”  - Carol 

“I felt like I was only in the chair for 30 minutes - not over two hours.”  - Victoria 

“NuCalm was a very relaxing, therapeutic experience.  I have chronic neck and 
shoulder pain.  After NuCalm I had no pain, which is remarkable.  Can I have this done 
every month?”  - Judy 

“The NuCalm procedure is excellent.  It is really relaxing.  The music is great.  It takes 
the mind off the procedure that is going on.”  - Clementine 

“My 2 hour appointment felt like 30 minutes, great experience.  Thanks NuCalm.”  
- David 

“I feel really relaxed – clarity – awesome experience.  Thanks.”  - Teresa  

 “I feel ridiculously relaxed!”  - Monica 

“I had extensive work done several years ago and I wish my dentist had NuCalm back 
then.  I am definitely doing NuCalm again and would recommend it!”  - Julie 

“It was very good.  I can’t explain it but I feel good!”  - Amy 

“I am relieved and relaxed from all my stress this month!  I want it for all my 
appointments”  - Gina 
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“I can't stand going to the dentist.  Today I had a root canal and could not find a place 
to get anxious or fearful.  The Endodontist told me I was his best patient of the day.  I 
was okay through the entire procedure because of NuCalm.”  - Doug 

“I feel a lot more comfortable than I have in previous experiences!”  - Veretta 

“I did not feel like I was at the dentist at all!”  - Nohelis 

“I will never worry again about my dental appointment.  I lost sleep last night over this 
appointment.  Thank you for being such a great dental office to find NuCalm for me.”   
- Amanda 

“The experience was beautiful!”  - Randi 

“Thank you for a pleasant experience and making me feel calmer and energized for my 
up-coming staff meeting today.  I have been stressing about it, but not anymore!”  
- John 

“I was so comfortable and relaxed.  I had no pain and no anxiety as they worked!”   
- Juanita 

“Very relaxing!  Wonderful!  Thank you!”  - Vetima 

“The glasses, music, sensors, and tablets provide a unique and relaxed experience, 
and tunes out the sound of the drill.  I am not fond of that [the drill] sound.”  - George 

“My dental treatment was not as bad as I expected thanks to NuCalm!”  - Natalie 

“I did not feel like I was having my teeth worked on!”  - Beata 
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“Boy did I need this.  Not usually stressed over dental appointments but I had a rough 
weekend and now I feel great!”  - Molly 

“This NuCalm is something else. I love it!”  - Elizabeth 

“I hardly felt like I was at the dentist...Thank you NuCalm!”  - Chris 

“I am a severe gagger and I don't think I would have made it without NuCalm to get my 
Lumineers.  NuCalm really helped!”  - Gary 

“Great idea!  I am very happy with this opportunity to come to my dentist without 
worrying too much.  I really enjoy having NuCalm!”  - Maria 

“I will ask for this every time!  It was subtle but very calming!”  - Doreen 

“Thank you for staying current on new techniques in dentistry.  I love NuCalm!”  
- Patrick 

“That was the easiest dental appointment I ever had because of NuCalm.  Please let 
me have this for all my visits from now on!”  - Amy 

“I loved it!  I loved the music and the shades to eliminate other stimuli.  I feel totally 
well-rested.  I could use NuCalm at home!”  - Maria 

“I found NuCalm to be very relaxing and it made the visit that much more enjoyable!”  
- Anna 

“I have never felt this relaxed in a dentist office (I've been at the dentist for 53 years).  
When I heard drilling I didn't jump out of the chair.  Where were you 50 years ago!”  
- Angela 

“Wow!  I feel great!”  - Susanna 
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“NuCalm is very good.  I have never relaxed while getting dental work!”  - Bernadette 

“I felt very relaxed and am very happy with the treatment.”  - Sophie 

“My experience with NuCalm was even better than when I used Nitrous Oxide!”  - Jim 

“I felt very relaxed listening to the sound of the music instead of the drill.  Not seeing 
what instrument is being put in my mouth made the experience more relaxing.”  - Eva 

“The experience was nice with NuCalm.  It was the best Novacaine shot ever - I didn't 
even feel it!  I would highly recommend NuCalm to others!”  - Mark 

“It was an awesome experience with NuCalm!  I feel great!  This was the best dental 
appointment ever!  WOW!!  Thank you!”  - Irene 

“NuCalm helped take my mind off the procedure.  It was great!”  - Donna 

“I have never been so relaxed in a dental office before thanks to NuCalm.”  - Neal 

“I have had bad experiences at the dentist office before and have made poor choices to 
not go back.  Now I am not nervous at all to come back and feel great!  I had the best 
experience receiving anesthetic ever thanks to NuCalm.  I didn't feel anything!”   
- Ginger 

“Absolutely awesome!  I’m sold and can’t imagine doing it again without it!”  
- Meribeth 
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NuCalm™ Customer Testimonials 

“Three days after using NuCalm it hit me.  I was driving to work when I realized 

that after 28 years of practicing dentistry, I would no longer have to swallow all of 

my patient’s fear and anxiety.  The realization brought me to tears!  Now after 2 

weeks of using this amazing technique my team and I can't wait to get the next 

patient started.  It takes us less than 3 minutes to get the patient started, then 

another 3-5 minutes before the patient is completely relaxed and I can begin their 

dental procedure.  Our patients are calm, still, and relaxed throughout the entire 

appointment and when it is over they THANK us for a great experience... at the 

dentist!  How cool is that?  On average I am saving 20 minutes per hour of chair 

time because the patient is calm and relaxed, I am calm and relaxed, and my 

assistant is calm and relaxed!  NuCalm is making me a hero with my patients and 

at the end of the day I go home refreshed and not tired!  “Wow!”  My entire team 

is energized now that they can offer this incredible technology to any of our 

patients to eliminate their fear and anxiety about any dental appointment.  Even 

my hygienists are using it now for cleanings and they love it!  It is a whole new 

ballgame and I look forward to getting back to the office each morning and 

turning the next patient onto NuCalm!” 

- Dr. Peter T. Harnois, DDS, President of the Illinois Academy of 
  Facial Esthetics, Chicago, Illinois 
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“I have focused on improving the dental experience for over forty years.  NuCalm 

is an incredible solution to a problem that has plagued our profession forever - 

fear, anxiety, and avoidance from the people we serve.  The NuCalm process is 

fascinating.  My guests and I collaborate on creating a relaxed, positive dental 

experience with minimal effort.  It's an interesting co-discovery of how good a 

dental appointment can feel. 

NuCalm is an exceptional system that is predictable, easy to use, and my guests 

and team love it.  NuCalm consistently relaxes our guests.  Even after long 

procedures our guests are leaving our practice feeling refreshed and amiable.  

NuCalm creates a unique cooperation with my guests in the chair.  They are calm 

and relaxed which allows me to focus on what I do best. 

With NuCalm I am empowered to help many people without causing any harm.  

Rarely does a solution this profound get launched into the dental industry.  

NuCalm will become the standard of care for the dental experience - our teams, 

ourselves, and our guests will all be more relaxed.  NuCalm is going to change 

dentistry.” 

- Dr. Omer Reed, DDS, Phoenix, Arizona 
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“Fear and anxiety are a daily challenge for dental professionals.  As a board 
certified Periodontist, I have always believed that many of my patients had no 
other recourse for managing fear and anxiety than to undergo oral or intravenous 
sedation.   

Oral sedation is unpredictable.  Intravenous sedation is more predictable but can 
have some serious side effects.  Having the need to provide sedation of one form 
or another for the last 15 years I am relieved to have found NuCalm, an effective 
and safe alternative of anxiolysis for many of my patients.   

I was very skeptical about NuCalm because it seemed too good to be true.  The 
science behind it was enough proof for me to at least give it a try.  I was very 
surprised at my patient’s overwhelming delight.  The protocol was very simple 
and easy to implement.  My surgical assistant was able to provide a wonderful 
relaxation experience to my patient after only a 2 minute review of the steps.   

Now that I have integrated NuCalm into my practice, I am less stressed about 
performing surgery that may be uncomfortable for my patients.  I am also less 
stressed during injection of local anesthetic because my patients are 
experiencing the relaxing effects of NuCalm.   

Patients seem to be healing better and have had less pain during the first few 
days post-operatively.  I believe it is due to the fact that patients are under less 
stress during the actual surgical procedure.  My observation is that patients seem 
to be more “cooperative” and less resistant to the trauma inevitably caused by 
surgical intervention.  My staff members have also reported to me that surgical 
procedures seem to be less hectic.   

Case acceptance seems to have increased because we can now offer a natural, 
drug-free, side-effect free, and cost-effective means to manage fear and anxiety. 

I am always searching for ways to provide my patients with the most caring and 
comfortable environment.  NuCalm has provided a “wow” experience for my 
patients as well as me.”   

- Dr. Paul J. Denemark, DDS, MSD, Diplomate of the American Board  

  of Periodontology, Burr Ridge, Illinois 
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“NuCalm has changed the way our patients feel about coming to our office.  “I 

will never fear coming to the dentist again.” “That was the best dental 

appointment I have ever had.”  “I might stop by just so you can NuCalm me.” 

“Where can I buy it?”  “Thank you, Dr. Kaufman for being on the cutting edge of 

technology and taking such good care of me.”  When we hear comments like 

these from patients we’ve been serving for years, we know that we are offering an 

incredible dental experience and truly helping our patients. 

The types of procedures we have performed using NuCalm include surgical 

extractions, root canals, periodontal treatment, and crown and bridge.  These are 

not pleasant procedures.  The NuCalm experience has been life changing for our 

patients and our team. 

For myself this technology has allowed me to be more efficient.  I have cut my 

procedure times down by thirty to forty percent in most cases.  I am less stressed 

because my patients are at ease.  The system is easy to use and within three 

minutes our patients are hooked up and relaxing.  The fact that I can still 

communicate with them and they can respond as necessary makes my job that 

much easier.  I leave my office feeling more relaxed.  I never realized how much 

stress is transferred to us just from patient encounters.  We become anesthetized 

to it but once I see my patient relax then I become more relaxed.  Patients are 

referring family members and friends that have feared going to the dentist for 

years.  It’s amazing to witness our patient’s sense of tranquility.  When we see 

our patients in a state of pleasure rather than in a state of apprehension it is 

overwhelming to me and my team.” 

- Dr. Louis Kaufman, DDS, Chicago, Illinois 
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“I first heard about NuCalm from a very reliable colleague, and I have to say, I was 

very skeptical.  You know the scenario:  a new product is released, the 
manufacturer makes all these claims about how great their product is, and how it 

will change the way we practice dentistry, then the product never seems to live-

up to the hype.   

After 2 weeks of ongoing discussion with my trusted colleague, I decided to give 

NuCalm a try.  I placed NuCalm on a staff member who is apprehensive towards 

dental treatment, and I was amazed how relaxed she was during the procedure!  

Now I thought, “OK , this is just one case.  How will it work on others?”  I decided 

to try NuCalm myself.  I felt relaxed and calm for the 45 minutes I used it, and I 

could see the benefit in Dentistry.  I’ve been using NuCalm for almost 3 months 

on my restorative patients with outstanding results: not only with the patients, 

but in my stress level as well. 

I was pleased how well NuCalm was working on my basic patients, so I decided to 

try it as an adjunct with my Oral Conscious Sedation cases.  My first Oral 

Conscious Sedation case was a patient I had sedated once before, and she was a 

difficult sedation, requiring a significant amount of medication to sedate her.  On 
a second OCS appointment with her, I was able to use half the medication with 

the NuCalm.  It was unbelievable.  I continue to use NuCalm with my sedation 

cases, and the amazing thing is, the recovery is so much easier because the 

amount of medication I need to relax these extremely, highly anxious patients is 

significantly reduced. 

Needless to say, NuCalm is the “Real Deal”.  This product will change the way 
patients perceive their dental visits as well as the way you practice.” 

- Dr. Mark Fitzgerald, DDS, Atlanta, Georgia 
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About Solace 

Solace is determined to improve the human experience through scientific exploration 

and best-in-class clinical implementations of patient-focused solutions.  Healthcare 

professionals can rely on Solace to provide clinically effective solutions that ameliorate 

human anxiety during treatment.  Patients can rely on Solace to provide safe, anxiolytic 

solutions that create a relaxed experience during healthcare procedures and enhance 

their quality of life. 


